
MEMORANDUM

To: Mayor McConnell and Members of the Assembly
Mark Gorman, Municipal Administrator

From: Michael Harmon, P.E., Public Works Directorjtf^^'
Dan Tadic, P.E., Municipal Engineer Jyv
Kelli Cropper, MPM, Project Manager

Reviewed: Tori Fleming, Contract Coordinator
Jay Sweeney, Chief Finance and Administrative Officer^^

Date: April 29, 2016

Subject: Airport Baggage and ISA Project No. 90736 Budget Appropriation

Background:

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) has offered CBS Other Transaction
Agreement (OTA) funding through its Electronic Baggage Screening Program for the
design services necessary to construct an inline Checked Baggage Inspection System
(CBIS) utilizing Explosive Detection Systems (EDS) at the Sitka Airport. The Assembly
approved the application for these funds and execution of the TSA OTA agreement in
August 2014. The funding amount for TSA eligible design services is based on the
design fee proposal from McCool Carlson Green (MCG), who was contracted in 2012 to
help design improvements to the airport following recommendations from the current
Airport Terminal Master Plan.

The Master Plan, adopted by the Assembly on September 13, 2011, lays out a two-
phase process: (1) to complete immediate short-term terminal modifications to correct
the most critical terminal deficiencies and (2) to develop a long-term financial plan to
construct a new terminal building.

Analysis:

Since the initial application for these funds. Delta Airlines has become a tenant of the
airport terminal and operates flights in and out of Sitka during the summer. The
baggage and security screening was identified as a 'critical short term deficiency' before
Delta Flights were added and the situation is exacerbated with two carriers. This
situation moved Sitka's ranking up for funding improvements through the TSA
Electronic Baggage Screening Program.

TSA covers 95% of the TSA security and screening system design costs. MCG has
submitted a proposal to design the improvements to the TSA baggage screening room
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